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Don’t mistake values as politics.
ESG is not about injecting politics or personal opinions
into your business.
ESG is about aligning the methods and means to revenue
performance, EBITDA, profitability, and valuation to the
drivers of the license to operate in the new paradigm of
stakeholder capitalism.

Master Your Next Horizon

The ESG Wave of Competitive Transformation for
Private Companies and Family Businesses
Today’s risk and opportunity landscape is dramatically broadening for C-suite leaders,
Board directors, and their P-E and venture capital partners. Embracing a proportionate
ESG leadership and operations strategy, customized for your unique context, is essential
if you want to win at the next horizon.
SIP helps private market operators maximize ESG opportunities for strategic competitive
advantage, new value creation, market leadership, and enhanced exit options.
In this age of perpetual volatility, fleeting control and diminished predictability, ESG for
private companies and family businesses is a toolbox for better managing success and
reducing risk while improving anticipation of, and your response to, recurring disruption.
ESG aligns with where customers, supply partners, employees, and capital markets
are heading. If you want to meet them and lead where they’re going, our team is
exceptionally equipped to help get you there.

Private Companies and Family Businesses
Succeed from a Unique Perspective
Few Consulting Firms Understand the ‘Why’ or ‘How’.
We do, and for good reason.

Our team colleagues are, or recently have been, private company CEOs and senior
executives, private company or family enterprise Board directors, P-E partners and VCs,
Fortune 100 executives, operational management consultants, university educators and
corporate training developers, and widely respected subject matter experts.
We are inherently multi-disciplinary and highly collaborative, the backbone needed
in upscaling your competitive readiness for today’s private market context.
Each of our career journeys has involved extensive experience with one or
more key areas of the emerging global ESG/Corporate Integrity movement.
From a private company worldview, we deliver the ESG capabilities that will help
you build a more durable enterprise for mastering your next opportunity horizon.

Private Market ESG Value Creation
Rather Than Public Market ESG Compliance

Greater Utilization of ESG for Enterprise Growth and Development
Execution of Customized, Agenda-Specific ESG
ESG presents
opportunities for
growth and
development beyond
what public companies
can leverage in their
ESG programs.

Purpose, Values, and Legacy Lived Out Easily
Execute a
proportionate, agendaspecific use of ESG as a
Private brands have
toolbox for new value
historically relied on
creation and upscaling
living out purpose,
competitive advantage.
values, and legacy in
customer experience
without the benefit of
share value and stock
performance to drive
market confidence.

More Focus, Speed, and Agility
Private companies and
family businesses by
nature have an ability
to move with more
singularity of focus,
speed, and agility.

A Competitive
Differentiator
ESG enables the
pursuit of financial
goals with less
resistance and greater
trust from more
lasting stakeholder
consent.

Why the Right Adoption of ESG is Vital Now
for Private Companies and Family Businesses
Stakeholder expectations for responsible business practices are maturing as a sophisticated
ecosystem of monetized scrutiny reaches its pinnacle after 25 years in public markets.
Private companies are the next target of opportunity for the growing scrutiny industry.
You can no longer choose not to engage, only be prepared to choose how to respond. In the
new paradigm of radical transparency and accountability, not responding or not developing
a proactive ESG strategy will be seen as implausible distancing or denial.
Not embracing the right ESG practices for your unique context will severely limit your
growth and expansion, succession, and exit options going forward. Private capital markets
are transitioning to new formulas that increasingly calculate material ESG factors when
determining market value and a defendable valuation.
As the “Great Resignation” evolves to the great Work-Life Recalibration, sustaining a position
as a Preferred Employer Brand will require a commitment to ESG beyond DEI&B to attract
and retain the best candidates.
In the B2B world, growth will likely require becoming a supplier to a large cap or
multinational sourcing company in which attaining top-tier Preferred Supplier status, or being
awarded their business at all, will rest on complying with their ESG requirements.
Large caps and multinationals are increasingly outsourcing their innovation function or taking
equity-based positions in specialized private companies to deliver their R&D requirements. If
you’re not compliant with their ESG obligations, you’ll be disqualified from capitalization.

Human Capital: What to Worry About
Tipping Point: Global Covid-19 Pandemic

✓Health & Public Safety legitimately challenged
✓Loss of work/compensation/livelihoods/homes
✓Yet productivity in many organizations at all time highs
✓Further deterioration of confidence in business leaders
Seismic Shift
■ Weary disengaged work force, at the point of ‘us’ versus ‘them’
■ Reclaiming/re-ordering of Social Constructs – Shift power distribution employer-employee
■ Insistent demand for rebalancing of the profit and purpose equation…
emphasis on ESG initiatives for leveling the playing field
■ External pressure from customers – demand more from companies with
whom they do business
■ New ESG requirements by institutions: SEC, PE firms, Investors

“Work force voting with their feet …” (McKinsey):
68% of workers currently looking for a new job

Human Capital: Lingering Challenges

Grant Thornton polled across
industries and roles to compile a
thorough survey of what the workforce
is thinking. The Great Resignation is
well at play but so is strong sentiment
around other concerns…

Grant Thornton
Annual State of Work in America Survey, 2022.

Definition of ESG Accountability and Reporting Factors
Public markets, shareholder/investor context guided by standards frameworks

MSCI investor intelligence products and services, 2021.

ESG/Corporate Integrity: Wholistic Value Creation

One-time intangibles are now calculable assets in new valuation/market value equation

Top-of-Mind Risks for CEOs in 2022
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1
Impacts of
health and
other
government
policies.

Constraints
to growth
from economic
uncertainty.

9
Confusion
and pushback
on ESG out of
fear and
misinformation.

8

Resistance to
change
blocking timely
pivot to new
models.

10
Unprepared to
adequately
respond to full
range of cyber
threats.

This Top Risks list is compiled
from annual surveys conducted
by The Conference Board,
Vistage and Protiviti, then
synthesized with our in-market
observations from clients this
past year.

Fallout of
pandemic on
customer
relationships
and brand.

7

6

Upscaling
digital
transformation
and its
assimilation.

Each of these risk areas are
more pervasive in the new,
changed landscape and
require an ESG-centric
solution.

Succession
concerns, from
CEO candidate
to business
continuity.

Attracting
and retaining
best-of-class
candidates.

5

4

Lack of IT
literacy
thwarting more
sophisticated
utilization.

11
Brand and
reputation
exposure from
poor
enactment of
DEI&B.

12
Family
businesses in
succession
struggles over
ESG/non-family
C-suites.

ESG Boot Camp for C-Suite Leaders and Board Directors
► Get past the distractions and acquire a clear, sensible path forward using ESG as a
growth and competitiveness driver.

What Is ESG?
Why Should You
Care?

Separating
Essentials from
Noise: What’s
Right for You?

Jumping In:
Getting You and
Your Initiative
Up to Speed
Now

Why the Market
Construct
Matters:
Shareholder to
Stakeholder
Capitalism

A highly interactive, immersive series of modules to help executives and Boards get clear, gain
confidence, invest proportionately, and act impactfully on the ESG opportunities that are right
for them. Facilitated by leading SMEs, including special guests.
Program custom designed; includes a comprehensive analysis, road map and more
toolbox items as well as follow-up coaching.
Contact Katharine Dome.

Conscious
Leadership and
Governance

Taking
Competitive
Advantage:
ESG and
Corporate
Integrity in
Practice

New Value Delivered

(Click an underlined heading to view more details on our web site.)

Our differentiated, ESG-centric approach to next-generation growth and competitiveness
Public entities, often larger and multinational, have greater impositions of accountability, scrutiny, and regulation to manage with the added complexity
of bureaucratic structures. Allocations for ESG innovations can often conflict with the resources needed to support transparency, disclosure, and
compliance that comes with operating in a shareholder-based market. Private companies, on the other hand, are freer to prioritize a customized ESG
approach that serves their specific context. ESG then becomes proactive; a driver of strategic advantage with a transformational impact on market
value and enterprise valuation.

Environmental/Risk Management; Materiality Assessments; Sustainability Model Development/Reporting
Evaluate, devise, implement, and measure cross-disciplinary initiatives that drive context-appropriate and attainable outcomes to address material
sustainability issues affecting the enterprise, including product and process sustainability. Develop a customized model to quantify the sustainability
profile of your supply chain, facilities, and operations. Produce metrics, KPIs, and collect the right data. Use sustainability reporting to drive down risks
and enable validation of opportunities for new value creation.

Conscious Leadership and Management

Conscience Governance

Align your leadership intent with consistent public stage and interpersonal
behavior. Deploy an integrity-centric management framework that breaks
down barriers, inspires more durable trust, and enables safety. Embed
inclusion, require interdependency, thrive on candor and mutual
accountability to effortlessly unleash new opportunity.

Recast the notion of fiduciary review and oversight to incorporate greater
future casting. Realign Board structure to the organization’s competitive
context. Conduct ongoing collective self-care to evolve Board consciousness
and to be an enabler of change. Scale Board member data literacy for better
mining of external risk issues and stakeholder sentiment.

Supply Chain
Take ownership as a partner with your sourcing company customers. Empower frontline procurement as facilitators of innovation collaborations.
Develop an ESG-centric supplier relationship management program of policy, standards, functionality/process, and branding to elevate your profile
as a Preferred Supplier and readiness to achieve Tier 1 status. Conduct scenario planning and institutionalize contingency relationships to improve
your disruption response and crisis management support.

New Value Delivered

(Click an underlined heading to view more details on our web site.)

Our differentiated, ESG-centric approach to next-generation growth and competitiveness

Human Capital

Value Development and Acceleration

Eliminate liabilities in DEI&B ‘window dressing’ by correlating hires and
Board appointments to the development of programs that address the
very issues that prompted the need to recruit. Enable an integritybased culture to become a Preferred Employer Brand. Empower your

Reconstitute and capitalize on your hidden or underutilized resources.
Use your ESG commitment to boost your innovation function and
improve your attraction to more aligned resources for growth, influence,

people to lead consequential change that accelerates organization
growth, brand equity, and stakeholder confidence.

Risk and Resilience
Get courageous about letting go of what no longer serves your
organization’s ambitions. Improve alignment of internal infrastructure,
processes, and systems up and downstream for more seamless control
of customers’ in-market experience of your brand. Close gaps between
operations and ESG program goals and material outputs.

Customer/Stakeholder Experience
Systematize a rigorous lifecycle of meaningful touchpoints
for every hard and soft interaction with your brand and
organization, regardless of the context or agenda.

and differentiated leadership that produces your desired outcomes.

Brand
Close the walk-talk gap to reduce risk and liability exposure while
enhancing systemic integrity as a competitor neutralization opportunity.
Move your brand strategy away from identity depictions to a responsive
behavioral framework that is structurally interdependent with internal
and external in-market operations and customer experience.

Digital Transformation
Restructure your tech model as a cross-functional, inter-jurisdictional radar
system that requires collaboration, dismantling of silos, and disempowering
of power fiefdoms to access and report on vital information.

ESG and P-E Firms

Conscious Governance approach taking hold at firm level and with portfolio companies
95%
Concerned
about ethics,
values, culture,
bribery &
corruption,
data & cyber
security

89%

56%

68%
Concerned
about
compliance
with ESG
regulation

Signatory
of UN PRI

More than
half their
investment
team has
formal ESG
training

PE firms will increasingly address Corporate
Integrity issues through the lens of responsible
investing or ESG strategies. Their outlook and
approach will also be shaped by the diversity and
innovation of their workforce. Firm and
portfolio company governance will ultimately
determine the extent to which ESG-centric
approaches meet the challenges of a changing
landscape.
(PwC Global Private Equity Responsible Investment Survey, 2021)

ESG and Venture Capitalists

On a parallel trend line with their P-E colleagues

In the PwC private markets survey, 70 respondents
(29 being pure VC firms, 41 part of larger P-E houses
integrating VC activity) had no major discrepancies in
their responses.
There’s no significant delta between the practices in
place at pure-play VC firms and the practices of VC
investment teams operating within larger, diversified
P-E houses.

76% of surveyed VCs currently consider ESG in
their investment process
37% have refused an investment because of
ESG concerns
64% say their LPs have expectations regarding
ESG risk management
57% believe they can align with ESG
expectations

The Changing Face of
Private Companies and Family Businesses

Industry Attrition Rates: 2021
MIT-SMR

MIT Sloan Management Review – Great Resignation Survey, 2022

Our Team

Tamara Gracon, MBA
DEI&B; Strategy Economics;
Conscious Leadership &
Governance

Alec Alessandra, MBA/CPM
Supply Chain ESG
Supply Chain Leadership &
Operations Transformation

Art Stewart, MPM
Managing Partner

Tom C. Hogan, DM
Human Capital Management
DEI&B Policy & Program
Development

Keith Darcy, MBA
Scrutiny-Reputation Risk
Management; Ethics
Strategy & ESG Compliance

Chris Warshaw, MPA
Environmental Compliance,
Materiality, Risk, Regulation
(Gnarus Advisors)

Thank You!
Art Stewart, Managing Partner
as@artstewart.com
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